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EVERYTHING YOU KNOW IS WRONG —

NASA changed all the astrological signs
and I’m a crab now
Chaos reigns as addition of Ophiuchus casts doubt over accuracy of all
horoscopes.

 - 9/26/2016, 11:40 AMLEE HUTCHINSON
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A word for all seasons

So what are we to do with the new sign? How do we integrate it into our lives, now that the celestial

guideposts by which we should make all important business and personal decisions have been

moved? Fear not: we’ve consulted our own resources—including our bewildered, angry Senior Science

Editor Dr. John Timmer, who foolishly denies the stars’ influence over mankind’s daily goings-on and

risks an unbeliever's fate similar to that of Peter Bright. We've come up with some starter horoscopes

to get you headed into the new 13-constellation era on the right foot.

Capricorn: Stop putting off digging up your yard to look for treasure—there’s definitely something

down there. Get a shovel and get going. Seize the day!

Aquarius: This is the dawning of your age! Tell your boss what you really think of him or her and be

the change you want to see in the world! Also, be prepared to accept the consequences of your

actions.

Pisces: They know. They all know. Run.

Aries: It’s time to invest in yourself by changing everything about you that you don’t like. And also

everything you do like. In fact, just become someone else entirely.

Taurus: Never settle with being a base model Taurus. Embrace your inner SHO and blow life’s doors

off!

Gemini: True to your dual nature, it’s possible that you actually do indeed have a second evil

conjoined twin inside you. See a doctor.

Cancer: You’re going to get some news that’s going to be difficult to hear, but look on the bright side:

you won’t have to worry about it for very long!

Leo: In the jungle, you roar tonight! The stars say that your risks will be rewarded, so get out there and

take some! Punch a stranger in a bar! Go BASE jumping! The only thing holding you back is you!

Virgo: Oooh. Yeah, this one’s pretty bad. Better stay indoors. Seriously, don’t go outside for like four

weeks and definitely avoid any and all Libras.

Libra: Great news! It’s open season on Virgos! Their sign has angered the stars, and you are the hand

of divine retribution! Get out there and bag some while the getting’s good!

Scorpio: Signs point to financial blessings coming up soon! Or…wait, that might be financial ruination.

I can’t tell if I’m reading this thing upside down or not.

Ophiuchus: So, do you like snakes? I hope you like snakes. Because… well, let’s just say you’ve got

some snakes in your immediate future.

Enlarge / Farewell, brave and gregarious Lion. I am now a stupid, dumb crab instead.
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pr0t0 / Wise, Aged Ars Veteran JUMP TO POST

We lost a planet but gained a zodiacal sign. So we got a constellation prize.

155 posts | registered 1/24/2013

vlam / Ars Praetorian JUMP TO POST

I'm extremely disheartened that the final section wasn't named "Picking up the Pisces" with
a picture of a ... dismembered? ... fish beneath.

Side note: can fish be dismembered or is there a different word for that?

2086 posts | registered 3/18/2014

Sagittarius: Your clumsy nature will assert itself soon. This will either lead to you bumping into the

love of your life in a celestially ordained meet-cute, or someone you accidentally nudge on the

sidewalk will pummel your face in.

Picking up the pieces Pisces

In spite of the undeniable effect the position of the stars has on everything, certain members of the

so-called scientific community continue to deny astrology's efficacy in foretelling all events. “It's not

science,” claims NASA, in spite of the fact that the government agency spends billions of taxpayer

dollars to study outer space. “No one has shown that astrology can be used to predict the future or

describe what people are like based only on their birth date.”

Yahoo has a much more nuanced take on the state of astrology after the addition of Ophiuchus to the

western zodiac: “You may now proceed to enter into a full-blown panic attack.”

This is solid advice. Of course, even if you think you can make peace with Ophiuchus’ intrusion into

your calculations when you tote up your fate, it doesn’t really matter. As noted by NASA, “Other

cultures and traditions have recognized as many as 24 constellations in the zodiac.” The only solution

is to subscribe to dozens of supermarket tabloid magazines from around the world and attempt to

heed all the advice given in each of them. As a wise man once said, it’s the only way to be sure.
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